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CONTRO\ ""ERSy A..>;OCONSENSUS IN DISASTER ~IE~TAL HE-\L TH RESEARCH1

Abstraet

Controversies regarding the mental health consequences of disasters are rooted both in

discíplinary orientations and in the widely vaned research strategies that have been employed in

disaster mental health studies. However, despite a history of dissenstls, there are also key issues

on whích researchers agree. Disasters constitute stressful and traumatic experiences. However,

vulnerability to such experiences, as well as to more chronic stressors, is socially structured,

reflecting the influence of socioeconomic status and other axes oí stratification, including gender,

race, and ethnicity. Disaster events differ in the extent to which they generate stress for victims. A

holistic perspective on disaster mental health would take into account not only disaster event

characteristics, but also social-systemic sources ofboth acute and chronic stress, secondary and

cumulative stressors, and victims' interna! and external coping capacities.

lntroduction

The question of how disasters affect the mental health of their victirns is one that has

intrigued researchers almost since the field of disaster research began Over the approximately

four decades during whích research has been carried out, different empírica! studies and research

literatures have offered markedly disparate answers to this question. Depending on which works

are consulted, disasters may be characterized as producing negative mental health effects, both

positive and negative mental health consequences, or generally positive impacts on psychological

weU-being (1). However, despite tms wide divergence, there are also points on which most
,

researchers who study the psychosocial aspects of disasters seem to agree This paper begins by

t This paper is based on a presentation at the UCLA Conference on Public Health and
Disasters, Redondo Beach, CA, April 11-14, 1999.



exploring reasons for the often contradictory tlndings thar appear 1Tlthe disaster mental health

líterature It then goes on tú present a perspective on the mental health consequences of disasters

that draws upon findings in the fieIds of disaster research and the sociology of mental health.

Divergent Traditions in Disaster Mental Health Research

While the literature en disaster mental health contains many puzz1ing discrepancies, no one

disputes the fact that disaster victims experience real pain and suffering and that disasters can be

deeply distressing for those who experience tbem. Indeed, the disruption of communities, the

shattering oflives, and sudden and seemingly senseless deaths and injuries are all part ofwhat

makes an event a disaster. Rather, scholarly debates have centered on the extent to which

disasters produce identifiable mental health problems in victim populatiens, and ifthey do, what it

ís about disasters that produce those effects, how long those effects typically last, and what

factors besides the disaster experience itself are important predictors of post-disaster

psychological outcomes Virtually no definitive conclusions have been made regarding these

issues because research findings have been so inconsistent. There are many reasons for this lack of

consistency> but for purposes oftbis discussion, 1 will somewhat arbitrarily (and some might say

simplistically) identifY two majarsourcesof the debates and conflicting research conc1usions:

differences in the disciplinary orientations and theoretical assumptions made by researchers who

study disaster-related mental health issues: and differences in the methodologies and research

strategies that researchers have employed in their empírical investigatíons.

lt has long been recognized that controversies conceming the prevalence, severity, and

duration of disaster~related mental health problems are to at least Bornedegree discipline-based

(2-4) AJthough not always clear-cut, the main disciplinary divisions tend to be between
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psych0togicany~ ar.d dimcally-onented researchers, on the one hand, and sociological1y-oriented

researchers, on the other GeneralIy speaking, psychologicaily-oriented researchers have a greater

tendency to characterize disasters as negative in their mental health effects, to see mental health

problems as relatively widespread and severe folIowing disasters, and to argue that disasters can

ha.ve lasting negative mental health effects, even months and years after dísaster occurrence. They

also tend to conceptualize disasters as events that are capable of producing individua1trauma--

that ¡s, as similar lO other traurnatic events like exposure to viotence, combat, or extreme life-

threatening expenences--and tO Iook for and find evidence of post-traumatic stress in disaster

victirns They generally prefer to focus on symptoms and identifiable disorders, as opposed to

more generalized psychological distress or problematic behaviors people rnay exhibit, such as

higher rates of drinking, other substance abuse, or interpersonal violence.

In contrast, sociologicaIIy-oriented researchers tend to characterize disasters as having the

potential for creating both negative and positive mental health outcomes, to argue that when

mental health problems do develop folIowing disasters, they are comparatívely rare and mild, and

to see problems as transient, general1y not extending beyond a few weeks or months after the

disaster evento In trying to understand how disasters lead tO negative psychosociaI Qutcomes,

sociologically-oriented researchers do focus Qn the traumas to which victims may be exposed

during disaster events, bu! they are equally interested in the contributions made by the bfoader

social context, íncluding social-structural and cornmunity-leveI factors. In addition to being

concemed with symptoms and mental dísorders, sociologistS have a greater tendency than

psychoIogically-oriented researchers to focus on problematic behaviors and manifestations of

psychological distress as dependen! variables, rather than on specific dÍsorders.
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In addt[íon tO these disciplíne-based differences, research on the mental health

consequences of disasters has been characterized by a laundry list af definitional and

methodological divergences, making it very difficult to compare or generalize from different

studies. For example, studies grouped together under the general disaster label differ widely in

what they define as disasters. Events and threats that are grouped under the disaster rubric range

fraro catastrophic and near-catastrophic community-wide natural disasters such as the devastating

1972 Buffalo Creek flood, to disasters involving moderate and less severe impacts, to more

localized cornmunity emergencies like plane crashes and fires, 10 teehnologieal disasters such as

explosions, technological threat situations like Three ~fi1eIsland, chronic technological hazards

such aS the presence of hazardous facilities, episodes ofterrorism like the Oklahoma City

bombing, and even school-based violence (for examples ofthese variatíons, see 5-13, 45).

Studies also differ in tenns ofhow they define disaster victimization. Some studies equate

being a disaster victim simply with living in an area where a disaster has occurred. Others take a

more detailed look at what actually happened to individuals in disaster situations, attempting to

determine, for example, whether the disaster involved losing a loved one, being injured, 10sínga

home or other property, being foreed out oí a horne and ¡nto temporary shelter or housing, or

experiencing disaster-related unemployment (for an exampIe afthis more scientificaJIy sound

approach to measuring victimization, see 12) Some empiricaI work focuses on objective disaster

impacts, whiie other studies assign more importM\ce to ind\.viduals' subiective psychologieal

reactions during and after disaster impacto
<

Research has also varied widely in tenns of how dependent variables--that is, mental

health outcomes--have been measured. Measurement approaches have ranged from the use of
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rather 5impiistlc 3.nd¡dlOsyncratlc measures of psychological well-being or írnpairment tO more

50prusticated measures using standardized and widely-used measures and índIces. Specífic

indicators also vary widely, from physiological changes indicativeof stress, to measures of

emotional distress, to indicatOrs of actual mental disorders such as clinical depression, measures

of caseness and actual impainnent, and indicators of problematic behavioral Qutcomes such as

excessive drinking and interpersonal violence.

Accompanying these differences, there has been considerable variation in the

methodological approaches, strategies, and explanatOry models used in disaster mental health

studies. These include differences in the geographic scope of the areas studied and in the

populations selected for study; differences in sampling strategies (e.g., random versus non-random

or purposive sampling, groups that are in treatment versus non-treatrnent PQPulations)~variability

in the sophistication oí the explanatory models used, the number of variables that are taken into

aceount analyticaJly, and the operationalization ofthose variables; variations in the number of

times mental health data were collected, as well as the timing of data collection (for example,

cross-sectional versus longitudinal and panel designs, collection of data at different points in time

following disasters); and large variations in instruments and data-collection approaches that have

been used (clínical interviews, face-ta-face epidemioIogic interviews, telephone interviews, brief

symptom inventories versus 1engthier assessment instruments).

Given al1these differertces, it is perhaps not surprising that findings regarding disaster

mental health impacts have varied so widely. Research on the consteHation of cognitive and

emotional problems tbat has come to be labeled Post Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD) is a case

in point. WeIl-designed epidemiologic studies conducted in non-dísaster contexts (see, for
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examp\e, 1-+)e5tlma'i.e tbe {¡feíWJi ?íeva.lei\c~ Qf P1SD a.t arourlc!. S.~~~}\n the es populatio!'\,

makiI1g PTSD one OI~the more rare mental heah:h disorders. One recent epidemiologic study on

the incidence of trauma and the subsequent risk of developing PTSD after experiencing a

traumatic event estimates that risk at about 3.8% for natural disasters (15). However, PTSD-

related findings from studies conducted folIowing different disasters show immense variation, with

estimates oftbe post-disaster incidence ofPTSD ranging from very low to Qver 50% (see, for

example, 16-20). To what exient do these discrepancies reflect real differences, and to what

extent are they artifacts oí the methods that have been used?

Adding to the confusion, many studies in the literature on mental health and disasters fall

considerably shon of estabIished standards for good social science research. Among the

methodological weaknesses that can be fouod in the research are tbe lack oí baseline mental health

data on the populations under study; the use of small, non,representative, non,random samples;

and failure to introduce appropriate controls, both in th~ form of non- or less-exposed control

groups and in the form of appropriate control variables in statistical analyses. There are in fact a

surprisingly smaIl number of scientifical1yrigorous studies on the mental heaIth aspects of

dísasters~ those studies are far outnumhered by others that are methodologica11y weak.

Unfortunately, however, many researchers and practitioners faíl to recognize these distinctions,

instead treating findings from both weU- and pooriy-designed studies as more or less equivaient.

(For further discussions on differences in study methodologies andfindings, see 21, 4).

Despite these limitations, the research that has been conducted on disaster-related mental

heaIth issues has expanded our understanding ofthe origíns, nature, and dynamics ofthe

psychosocial problems that accompany disasters- Moreover, theoretical and methodological
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dívergences notwltnstanalOg, tnere 155tUJa conslCerable amount al agreement on the factor'.) that

are important tO take mtQ account in understandíng the extent to which disasters playa role In

generating psychosocial distress. Some ofthose areas of agreement are discussed in the sectÍons

that fol1ow.

A Deveioping Consensus

Research in various fields has come to explain the psychosocial consequences of disasters

using two different but not mutually exclusive theoretical perspectives: psychosocial stress theory

and trauma theory. Disaster is n.ow seen as one among many different types of experiences that

can produce stress for those who are ínvolved. Stress ís defined in the literature in many ways, but

is most cornmon1yunderstood as "a process in which environmental demands tax or exceed the

adaptive capacity of an organism, resulting in psychological and biological changes that may place

persons at risk for diseasel' (22). Relatedly, stressors can be thought of as "conditions ofthreat,

demandsl or struetural eonstraints that, by the very faet of theír occurrence or existence, can into

question the cperating integrity ofthe organism" (23) From the perspective ofresearch on

trauma, disaster is seen as one among a range events that can cause traumatic stress, where

trauma is conceptualized as "violent encounters with narure, technology, or humankind," in which

the traumatic experience is «marked by sudden or extreme force and involves an externa! agent"

(24). Generally speaking, researchers also make a conceptual distinction between stress- or

trauma-producing events and circumstances, whích can be measured objectively, and subjective

individual responses to those stressful situations.

Much ofthe earlier work on stress in the fields ofheaIth and mental health focused on the

importance of stressful events in the gene sis of health and mental health problems (25) However,
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social status. 1h!s posltlon 15supportea by Other research 5hO\vmg tl1at "llmeralnhty to

undesirable stressful rife events Is sociaUy structured, in that lower socioeconomíc status both

expose~ individuals te mor~ stress <,;ituatlotl$and siml.lltaneously appears to rob them of the

resources needed to cope successfuHy with those situations (3O,31).

The Jiterature also indícates that other axes of stratification, such as gender and ethnicity}

have significant independent effects on individual mental heaJth outcomes. During nondisaster

times, for example, women and men difrer in the mental heaJth symptoms and problematic

behavíors they develop in response to stress (32) Ahhough there is a deanh oí good data on

many racial and ethnic groups, it is a150clear that racial, ethnic, and cultUral factors playa role in

the genesis ofpsychological distress and in the ways in which that distress is expressed (33).

Relationships are also important; marriage generally acts as a buffer against mental health

problems, aIthough more so for men than far women (34). Access to the copíng resoufces that

are needed to deal with stress also varies as a function of factors such as ethnicity and social class.

Para11elingstudies on the contextual factors that affect mental health outcomes more

generall)!, recent work in tne disaster field also reflects an increasíng recQgIDtionofthe role of

sociocultural factors in both disaster-related stress and emotional problel11sthat may subsequently

develop. For example, FothergiII and Enarson and Morrovv have documemed the ways in which

gender is associated with differentíal vulnerabiIity both to disaster victimization and to post-

disaster stress (35, 36). Peacock, Morrow, and Gladwin and Bolin and Stanford have shown how

pre.disaster conditions such as income inequa,lity and ra.cia,lano ethnic d1scriminaÜoficontributed

to disaster Josses and made reco~ering froro disasters more difficult for affected groups (37,38)

In their study on residents ofTimes Beach, MO who had experienced a fIood, dioxin
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.:omamination, and subsequent re!ocation, Smith et al (16) found evidence Qfslightly elevated

5y111ptOffiSof mental illness However, they also found that those who were most like1yto

experience mental health problems tended te be those with lower incomes and fewer years of

educaticn, who had also expenenced other kinds of stress, and who had exhibited symptCrns of

emotional distress prior te their exposure to natural and toxic hazards. Símilarly, in research on

the mental heaIth consequences 1994 Northridge earthquake, D'Souza (39) found that controlIing

for otner variables, inc1uding variables related to the severity of earthquake impacts, psychological

distress was mversely related to family income. Disaster-induced stressors thus occur against a

backdrop of systemíc stress that is related in tum to social-structural position

It is al50 evident that in addition to being stressful in and ofthemseIves--that ¡s, in addítion

to acting as primary stressors--disasters also produce other secondary stressors, such as job 1058,

forced relocation, and econornic hardship and uncertainty (40) Disasters may also lead 10 poor

mental health outcomes by reinforcing the socially-structured stress burdens people already

experiencing in their everyday lives These are important issues for further investigation, given

empírica!.evidence indicating that the negative consequences of stress are cumulative.In anaJyzing

the mental health effects of disasters, then, it is important to take into account not oniy the

stressfulness ofthe disaster experience itself, but also its potential for generatíng other stressors,

as well as how that stress and trauma may be experienced by victims who atready differ in the

extent to which they are burdened by other acute and chronic sources of stress. (For discussions

of the concept of primary and secondary stressors and of the manner in which different sources of

stress can reinforce one another, see 29,41).

Using a psychosocial stress perspective calls attention to thc importance ofbetter
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Jnderstanding how people use ccping strategies in their handling of disaster-related problems

Like stress, coping has been defined in various ways, but generally it can be conceptualized

involving both intra-psychic processes and externa} sources of social support that render peopIe

more or \ess resilient in ¡h.ef-a.ce()f~tJe~¡;(42) Just as coping pla)'s a.rQte in wudíng offthe

effectS of stress in everyday Jife, coping and social support clearly playa role in reducing the

stress associated with disasters (43,44). It ÍSreasonable to hypothesize that, other things being

equal, peopte who have difficulty coping with stress and problems in living on an everyday basis,

whether because of deficits in intemal psychological coping abilities, insufficient social support,

or the sheer burden of multipJe stressors, will be more likely to experience disaster-related

emotional distress.

These conceptual ftameworks and research findings have clear intplications for future

resea!ch on the relatiom.hip betw~en disasters &td emoticmal distress Studíes on disaster-related

stress and mental health problems clearly rnllst focus on stress and trauma from the point ofview

of the individual. For example, it is important to understand how people respond physiologically,

emotionaUy, and cognitively to the stressfu} circumstances and traumatic events that accompany

disasters; to document the phenomenology of those experiences; to focus on psychological {actors

that render people more or less vulnerabJe to stress; and to learn more about the intra-psycroc

processes that help them maintain balance under conditions of excessive tbreat and demando At

the sarne time, in conceptualizing and anaIyzing the impact of stress on psychofogical well-being,

both more generally and witb. resp'ect to disasters, it is equaIly important to view individuals not in

¡solation, but rather in context--that is, taking into account such factors aS the individuaJ's social

location. the sociaUy-structurcd availabHity of coping resources, and broader sociocultural and
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5cc¡oeconomic influences on individual mental health outcomes.

The disaster titerature also suggests that disaster events themseives vary considerably in

their potential for generating psychological distress. Again, thinking of disasters froro the

perspectives of stress and trauma, different events are not equivalent in tenns of the tbreat,

v101ence. ha1111,and d\sruptio{\ the,y g~n~ra.tc, cr itl the ex.tent te which t~ey generate a.dditional

stressors for those who are affected Vario¡Js researchers have pointed 10 the importance of

takíng dísaster event characteristics iDto account in assessing the extent tO which people find their

disaster experiences emotionally taxing. Fa! example, Balín (3) outJines severaJ potentially

significant ways in which disaster events can diEfer.First, they differ in the arnount of horror and

terror victims experience--for example, the feeling ofhavjng tbér lives in danger dunng impact, er

the contact they may be forced to have with dead or mutilated bodies. Tbey also vary in their

duratían of impact, their suddenness and unexpectedness, and the feelings of imrnanent and

severe threat that they engender. AdditionalIy, disasters vary signíficantly in their impact ratios,

that ¡s, in the extensiveness ofthe Iosses and disruption they produce, relative to availabJe

community resources. A disaster's impact en the physicaI environment al1dthe conununity may be

so devastating that social support networks fail to function and the recovery periad is lengthy and

difficult, causing disaster-related stresses to be amplified. Taking these factors into account, it

can be argued tha! the disaster events that pose the greatest threat to victims' psychological weU-

being are those that generate intense feelings of terror and threat; that occur very suddenly,

leaving victims little oe no time to,prepare or protect themselves, either physicaliy or

psychologicaUy; that engender severe los5 oflife and physicaI damage. that involve a lengthy

penod of impact or recurring impact5; tnat produce a large number of victims, reJative !el non~
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"
ictims, and that are foHowed by a Iengthy recoverj period during which victims are subject to

additlOnal hardship and inconvenience. Majar disasters like the 1972 ButTalo Creek flood come

[Q mind, as do the 1995 Kobe earthquake and the Casitas volcano collapse in Hurricane Mitch in

~icaragua. The fact that most US disasters fal1weU outside this catastrophic range may be one

reason why negative mental health outcomes tend to be comparatively low in theír incidence and

severity

Some researchers believe that natural and technological hazards differ both in their

stressfulness and in the extent to which they result in psychological distress for affected

populations. They argue that some technological hazards--partícularly those associated wiili toxic

and nuclear hazards--are especialiy pernicious in their psychosocial effects, for severa! reasons.

Typically, ¡h.etbreats associated wíth these hazards are ambiguous While they may be extremely

damaging and frighteníng, natural disasters have a beginning and an end. In contrast, the threats

associated with toxic hazards tend to persisto People feel anxiety over long periods because they

are never sure whether they or their children are safe after having been exposed. Tedmological

hazards are believed lO be corrosive for cornmunities, in that they can engender conununity

conflict, undermine social support systems, and disrupt the relationship people have with one

another and with the natural enmronment itseIf Blame and recrimination are also typical1y

involved in situations involving toxic hazards, tuming community members against one anotheL

Keeping these differences in mind, sorne researchers claim that erises involving toxic agents may

result in more significant mental health problems than natural disasters. Like findings on the

mental heaJth consequences of natural disasters, the resuJts of studies on the effects of

technological hazards are not consistent with one another Whether natural and technological
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agents actually do differ in the¡r Dsychosoclal ¡mpacts can only be deterrnined through further

research (For other discussions on rhe naturaI-rechnologícal distincrion, see !O, --15-47)

A Holistic Approach to Explaining Post-Disaster Emotional Distress

To summarize the foregoing arguments, despite discíplinary differences, re~;earchers agree

that disaster impacts CaMot be analyzed in isolation from broader social patterns Disasters are

experienced by individuaJs who by virtue of their social positions, saciaIly-structure'd life

experiences, and coping capacities, are already dífferentially vulnerable to psychosocial stress. If

the negative eff'e¡;tsof chronic and acute stressors are cumulative (and research sug;gests that they

are), then it is reasonable to assume that, other things being equal, individuals and groups have

already been exposed to high leveIs of socially-induced stress wiII find c:oping with disasters and

the problems they engender even more difficult. Moreover, just as other pOtentially traumatic

events differ in their severity, disasters differ in the impacts they have on vulnerable populations.

In hypothesizing about stress and mental health impacts, for example, a flood that damages a few

homes and businesses and that results in no deaths and only a small number of injuries simply

cannot be equated with a flood that campletely destroys entire comrnunities and leaVt~Sa path of

death and destruction in its wake.

Disasters are commonly conceptualized as involving the convergence of a triggering

natural or technological event, a built environment that is unable to withstand the impact ofthat

event, and a vulnerable human populatían. A meteorological or seísmic event that produces only

moderate loss and disruption in one societal setting may be catastrophic in another, due to

deficiencíes in pre-evem mitigation and preparedness andJor post-event response and recovery

capacity. Trus same general reasoníng can also be applied to the analysis of individual-Ievel
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mental heaJth outcomes rol!owing disasters Other thmgs being equal (and there are numerous

other things to conslder, which is why research in this afea ís so difficult), we should expect more

severe negatíve mental health ímpacts to occur among indivíduals and groups that are already

demonstrably more vulnerable to other types of sociaJly-structured stress. The probability of

developing mental hea1th problems following djsasters should thus be rugher among those who:

. Experience a catastropmc ar near-catastrophic disaster event--that is a disaster that

produces widespread death and destruction and intense feelings of fear and threat;

. Experience high levels of personalloss. including the los5 oí loyed anes, personal injury,

10s5of physícal possessions, and 10ss of other sources of social attachment and integration,

such as a place of residence or a neighborhood;

. Experience disaster events that so disrupt the physical environrnent and cornmunity

systems rhat household and cornmunity recovery are long and protracted, adding to

feelings of stress oyer a prolonged period,

. Experience on an ongoing basis the disadvantages associated with lower social class status

or ethníc group membership;

. Lack effective social support networks, or find that those networks are so compromised

by disaster that they don't perform their usual stress-buffering functíons;

. Lack the psychological resiliency, positive psychological traits, and íntra~psychic coping

skills that typically affard protection agRinst stressfullife events

Outreach and intervention efforts foUowing disasters should take these risk factors ¡nto account.

Concluding Cornments

In conclusion, it is important to put the themes outlined in this paper into contexto Quite
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apart from the occurrence of any disaster, psychological disness and varyingdegrees of

psyc.hosocial impairment are very prevalent in the es popuJation. Nearly half ofthe population

has expenenced symptoms of at least one Axis 1DS~1-III~R disorder (a category encompassing

moad, anxiety, and addictíve disorders) ayer the course oftheir lives (14). \V'hilepainful and

debiHtatíng when they occur, mast of these symptoms are transient, subsiding on their own

without having to be treated. OnIy a small proportion ofthe population is plagued by multiple,

severe, and chronic psychological disorders. That so many people experience psychological

distress at some point in their lives, that the majoritycontinue to function despite those problems,

and that people who experience mental health problems adjust, cope, and recover their sense of

psychological baJance are evidence ofthe power of internal psychological resiliency and positive

externa! support.

Disasters should be seen as one category of events and circumstances among many that

have the potential for heightening stress among affected populations. Experiencing a disaster may

well create new sources of stress and contribute to the psychological burdens dísaster victims

already carry. However, it is likely that like most mental health problems, most disaster-induced

symptoms of psychological distress are self-limiting.

These observations are certainIy not meant to ímply that disaster victims have no need of

mentaJ heaJth services, or that we should let those who are having emotional problems in the

aftermath of disasters fend for themselves. They are, however, meant to suggest that in

considering strategies for mental health program development and intervention, the highest

priority should be given to disaster victims who are already subject to high levels of chronic and

acute stress, who had already been manifesting symptoms of psychologicaJ disorder prior 10
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disaster vlctimization. who are already having difficuity coping on a daily oasis. In a time of

shrinking mental hea1th resources, rather than considering all residents of a disaster~stricken area

as potentially in need of mental health services, it makes sense te devise programs that target

highly vulnerable segments ofthe population, as weII as areas in stricken cornmunities that have

experienced extensive disaster damage and disruption
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